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Welcome to my forecast, Dear Reader. Let me begin in the usual way, with a brief 

synopsis of what is to come, in both this forecast and in your coming perceived future, 

the probable future, as we say.  

 

Now from my perspective the Issues and Lessons of the individual are apparent in the 

collectives of which the individual is a part. It is always thus. There is always the 

reflection of consciousness, in both the negative and the positive, within the collective. 

None of you are perfect, and so you deny and intellectualize your Issues and Lessons, 

hoping they will go away. Period. You may see this in the collectives, if you look for it, 

this denial and intellectualization. Look at your political structures, for example.  

 

Yet many of you are attempting to better yourselves. Many of you are identifying 

yourselves as Awakening Ones, and so you see your lives as containing Learning 

experiences that serve to bring a type of wisdom into the individual consciousness. You 

see the world differently. Because you sense yourselves as a part of the whole, of Mother 

Earth and of All That Is, you see that anything, any force, any collective that serves to 

deny or injure the Earth, also serves to deny and injure the individual, the individual 

practitioner, the average citizen, as we also say. That is it. The Seth Forecast for 2015 

honors this awakening of humanity in these small gestures of acknowledgement that 

YOU the individual are integral and important, not merely within your own Personal 

Reality and identity, but within the collectives of which you are a part. It is my hope that 

those of you who feel you have a stake in the success of the species, the human species, 

and also in the success of all species, will move forward to confirm these growing 

inclinations of consciousness. And then, if you are so inclined, I hope that you may 

spread this message to others who are not yet awake. Now for the forecast... 

 

Instant Manifestation 
 

The Post Shift environment holds pleasures and also terrors for the conscious co-

creator, this would be YOU Dear Reader. It is a two-edged sword, if you get my meaning. 

Yes you are empowered through your practicing of my Teaching or others, to witness the 

manifestation of your thoughts, your desires, “sooner rather than later,” as we say. This 

may mean that you are enjoying the fruits of your peaceful loving thoughts, even as you 

may also be experiencing the immediate outcomes of your negative thought forms. 
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In your popular psychologies, this state of consciousness is often referred to as Instant 

Karma. As you may know, I disagree with your common conceptualization of karma, 

and what it entails. For now, let us use the term Instant Manifestation. For we are 

reminding you that you are NOT at the mercy of negative experiences, neither from your 

current life nor from your past lives. You are awakening at this time. You may be 

experiencing this acceleration in consciousness, the Shift, the New Consciousness, and 

so on, that I document in my messages to humanity. Yet you ALWAYS have your free-

will, Dear Reader. At all points in your Reality Creation, past, present and future, you 

have a choice.  

 

My point is, here, that you are quite probably experiencing the spontaneous and 

immediate outcomes of your choices. It becomes a teachable moment for you. Might I 

suggest that you consider your responsibility in the creation of all negative realities you 

are witnessing. Both the individual and the collective worlds are created by you. If you 

do not like what you see in front of you, in your living room, or you find distasteful what 

you hear about that is occurring in your local, regional and global collectives, take 

responsibility now and move on. Make your positive amendments now in this moment 

of recognition. In the next moment, witness the changes before you. The Instant 

Manifestation perspective allows for this, as I have suggested to you in my last few 

books. Multi-tasking, you see. You are using Loving Understanding and Courage as the 

tools for transformation. 

   

Seth Entity Human Counterparts 
 

In my last few forecasts I began referring to your current consensus reality as the Post-

Shift Environment. I assumed that you-the-reader had been following our messages in 

my books, in my lectures, on my radio show and so on, in which we have proclaimed 

that an awakening of humanity is occurring in your timeframe. The Ascendance to the 

Unity of Consciousness Dimension and the Fourth-Dimensional Shift, are some terms 

we have used to describe this transformation of the collective consciousness. Now you 

are in it. You are a part of All That Is, a co-creator as we say, and you are literally at the 

center of your world, as the partner with this Primary Creator Gestalt. Over time, as you 

have perhaps assumed more and more responsibility in this partnership, you have 

noticed that what I have been forecasting for you in these messages seems to be coming 

true. You are finding evidence for these manifestations in your Personal Reality Field, in 

other worlds. 

 

As an active, conscious participant here in this collective we call the Seth Entity Human 

Counterparts, you may find that your efforts at perception and co-creation are 
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reinforced, strengthened, energized. This is the power of the collective will focused on 

doing good, you see, doing the Good, rather than participating in creating the status quo 

reality of fear, anger, Lack, etc. etc etc. You get what you focus on, Dear Reader. It is the 

essential rule of creation in your system. In this way, if you take these messages to heart 

and you attempt to implement positive strategies for Reality Creation in your Personal 

Reality Field, you will be empowered through your own efforts, through the efforts of 

the group and through the “auspices,” you might say, of Evolutionary Consciousness, 

your partner in this endeavor. This I hope will serve as my benevolent disclaimer, for 

those times when you are witnessing your momentary awakenings as a result of these 

practices.  

 

And now for my piece on the current and future trends of manifestation that I see 

unfolding for you in your system of reality. These are the basics... 

 

Trends 
 

Ancient Wisdom - Personal Empowerment 

Humanity is awakening at this time. For you the individual practitioner, this means that 

you are responding to a stream of consciousness we call the Ancient Wisdom. You could 

say that this frequency of communication “comes up” from the Earth herself and into 

your body, your mind, your Spirit. This essential knowledge serves to transform you, as 

you know. Remembering my format of awakening that I describe in my books... You 

realize you have Issues. You create a plan to transform these attributes, to in fact heal 

yourself. You thus learn your Lessons in physical reality and are empowered thereby. 

The power is the power of Truth that you are discovering, the Truth about YOU, the 

truth about your CULTURE, the Truth about your greater collectives of which you are a 

part. I am simplifying here for your better understanding, but briefly, you discover that 

you are a Reality Creator and you take responsibility for that. This is the most powerful 

Truth of all. This is the Truth that sets you free. 

 

As a free and unencumbered Reality Creator, you are inspired to use the power of 

creation, Love, in a Courageous fashion. You move forward in your world, transforming 

the Negative Emotions you experience into their opposites. You are this Courageous 

Lover, you see, on your path, awakening to your Higher Centers of Awareness, 

awakening to YOU as the Divine.  

 

The Shift - A Cycle of Renewal 

As humanity awakens, consciousness shifts to a higher-dimensional gridwork. You 

begin to see within the Fourth Dimension from your station in the Third Dimension. 
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You become aware of your other reincarnational existences that we call the 

Simultaneous Lives. Your perspective broadens during this raising of frequency. You 

learn to multitask and simultaneously engage with others in the Third Dimension and 

also participate in the experiences of ALL of your other lives. Now this is not a new 

phenomenon for humanity, yet it has been thousands of years since you completed this 

cycle of manifestation. I call it a Cycle of Renewal, for you as a species are experiencing 

what everything else in the universe is experiencing: a renewal, a remembering, a 

reconstruction of reality along a completely different standard. The reliance on authority 

is abandoned, for example. This tendency to look to others for leadership becomes 

unnecessary as the individual is empowered to lead themselves. I trust I am making 

myself understood here. Just as the tree is renewed year after year, according to the 

seasonal growth patterns, the human species is becoming transformed during this cycle 

of renewal. It is a very natural process. It is inevitable, you see, given what has come 

before. 

 

Changing of the Guard - The Visionary Leader 

This dynamic of Reality Creation is evident in those collectives in which there is the free 

democratic exchange of ideas, suggestions, energies. For those political structures that 

are not democratic, this Changing of the Guard is manifesting quite slowly. The trend 

continues, however, as the Visionary Leader role is taken-on by millions of you. You 

begin to lead by example. You cannot wait to be served by your elected leaders. They 

have abandoned you. It is therefore a matter of survival, for you muster from within, 

from the energies of the Ancient Wisdom communication stream, the wherewithal to 

step up and speak your Truth within the collectives of which you are a part. Last year I 

suggested that the female would be ascendant, with regards to this Visionary Leader 

phenomenon. In the coming year, I see that both men and women will be empowered to 

challenge the status quo, to challenge the authority of the greedy elite politicians, and 

take back their power. I will have more to say about this in the discussion of the Political 

Domain. 

 

Secrets Revealed - Healing the Past 

You are a human with a past. You have experienced events that shamed you, events of 

which you are not proud. These secrets reside within your consciousness and serve to 

hold you back from your complete expression of Loving Understanding and Courage. 

Additionally, on the national and multi-national stage, you may clearly see how the 

secrets of your leaders impinge upon the affairs of the State. The shameful past of the 

individual citizen and that of the collectives, are being revealed to all. This trend is easy 

to see in the negative media. It is an obsession of the common citizen to be interested in 

the private and public indiscretions of authorities, movie stars, celebrities of all types. 

This resonates with the average human, for the average human has similar “skeletons in 
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the closet.” Now my advice is what it has always been in these matters: face the music 

and admit your culpability in the perceived mistakes from your past. To deny and 

intellectualize these experiences will keep you away from the awakening you seek. Face 

those demons from your personal underworld once and for all and feel the healing of 

your Issues that takes place in these moments of Truth. “Healing the past” is what we 

call this exercise of fearless self-reflection and forgiveness. I suggest that the more you 

may heal your secrets, through Loving Understanding and Courage, the less interest you 

will have in the secrets of others. 

 

Goddess Rediscovered - GA Remembered 

The GA society was discussed in our book Mystery Civilizations. From my 

perspective, the rediscovery of the Goddess in your modern world is actually a mass 

bleedthrough to the ancient civilization of GA. The matriarchy was explored in GA “to 

the nth degree,” as we say in my books. The social, political, economic and spiritual 

structures were built upon the relationship of mother to child. A very natural and 

obvious choice, don’t you agree? Hence, there was an absence of what you might call the 

destructive elements of culture, that serve to bring down civilizations. Loving 

Understanding, Courage and the highest good for all were the watch words for all of the 

citizens of GA.  

 

Now, as your authoritarian war-like structures begin to fall in your current reality, there 

is this natural tendency for the healing influences of the Divine Feminine to “come to 

mind.” These memories of lives lived in the GA civilization serve to bring hope and to 

energize the collective consciousness towards doing things differently. The authoritarian 

regime that has dominated the world over the generations is falling under the weight of 

it’s own inertia, like a huge monolith. Again, it is only natural that the healing influences 

of the feminine would come into play here, to take the place of the old system of 

competition, control, greed, cynicism, and so on. 

 

Expecting the Worst - Anticipating the Positive 

In the US, as your War on Terror is discovered to be a war on the American people and 

the world, it is becoming possible to consider a positive future, rather than one filled 

with peril and tragedy. This realization that your leaders are the manipulators of events 

in the US and elsewhere that have created this perception of an unsafe world, has its 

benefits. The average citizen, beginning to think for themselves, independently you see, 

may now reject the offers of propaganda from the Negative Media, from political 

leaders, from leaders of all types of groups big and small. The spell is broken in a literal 

sense. Now comes the task of making responsible choices on the personal level that will 

lead to positive futures on the collective level. I am not speaking of voting, however. I 

am suggesting here that YOU the individual may now effectively transform your world 
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through your positive Intent in the current moments of your Reality Creation. This is the 

theme I hinted at at the beginning of this forecast. The individual is awakening to their 

freedom, to their potential as a Reality Creator to have a positive effect on the world. 

 

Isolationist – Neo-tribal Collective 

Yes, the spell is broken within the consciousness of the individual cowering before their 

television screen as they surrender to the agenda of the Negative Media. Then perhaps 

this individual goes for a walk rather than submit to the regular programming, if I may 

make a pun here. Indeed, with liberation from the status quo comes the realization that 

the individual is not alone. As you walk in your community, perhaps you coincidentally 

discover others who have disconnected from the network of control, and are beginning 

to function as free agents of change. Now this reflects the Visionary Leader modality 

also: individual, empowered humans, awakening together, leading by example within 

their neighborhoods, communities, states and countries, you see. In the past few 

forecasts I noted this tendency of consciousness manifestation as taking place within 

youth culture. These neo-tribal practices are now quite apparent within the world 

culture at large. The youth lead by example, as they always do, with a “fresh set of eyes,” 

you might say. The Visionary Perspective is apparent here, as young and old respond to 

the suggestive energies of the Ancient Wisdom communication stream. 

 

The Social Domain 
 

Loving Understanding in the New Consciousness 

In your social groups in the coming year, more so than in the past, you may notice an 

increase in the expression of what I call Loving Understanding. My definition for this 

state of consciousness would be, “it is the perspective that perceives the other person in 

their totality.” Reincarnational lives are considered, for example. The past of the human 

currently, in their current life, and in all of their lives, the experiences, the positives and 

the negatives of the life, everything is taken in telepathically.  

 

Now this is not judgment, Dear Reader. It is an assessment by Soul of the complete 

human in front of you. You are founded in Love with a capital “L,” and you do have this 

capacity to perceive others through that “lens,” as it were. Without conditions, without 

hesitation, Courageously you Love and engage the friend, for example. The psychic or 

telepathic component comes into play next in this assessment. Having perceived the 

struggles, the Lessons of the friend, and having been given “reasons” for the way they 

are, for their deficits, for their Issues, you see, through this unique perspective you are 

empowered to accept and Love them unconditionally. You understand them, for in this 

instantaneous assessment, you have briefly BECOME them. The empathy is so profound 

that you blend your energies with them, somewhat, towards a comprehensive 
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understanding of this person. Yes, there is such a thing as identifying too strongly with 

another person, such that you lose your own boundaries of self, of identity. However, I 

believe it is wise at this time, to err on the side of too much Loving Understanding, 

rather than too little. This is humor Mark.... 

 

Self Forgiveness 

In this process of Loving Understand for the other person, you will come to a 

crossroads. One path will lead you down the way of projecting all of your Love to other 

people only, and neglecting the Self. The other path recognizes that you may become a 

better Lover, and indeed awaken completely, if you FIRST Lovingly Understand 

yourself. And you do. Because you wish to awaken fully and because you do not wish to 

be a door-mat for others, you turn your Loving perspective inward. Your Issues and 

Lessons become apparent when you complete this introspection. Then the obvious 

challenge is to indeed accept yourself, your past experiences, perhaps even the 

experiences from other lives. Self-forgiveness occurs in these moments of Loving 

Understanding for the Self. 

 

This ongoing realization of your awakening consciousness does heal you individually. 

And because you are connected to your social groups, the groups are brought up in 

frequency also. You and your social structures of which you are a part are improved. Let 

me say a bit about this... A moment...  

 

As you heal yourself, your tendency to project your own Issues and Lessons onto others 

is diminished and eventually is replaced by this dynamic of Loving the Self and Loving 

the Other simultaneously. It is always the case that you detest in others what you fear 

are your own aspects of personality, your faults, particularly. These projections in the 

awakening consciousness of you-the-reader become impossible. In the light of the 

awakening mind, all perceived faults in the Self and in the Other fade away. What is left 

is this Higher Consciousness that accepts the Self and others completely and 

Courageously. 

 

The Ripple Effect 

Your awakening consciousness, fortified through Loving Understanding and Courage, is 

quite evident in all of your collectives of which you are a part. Let us refer to this 

phenomenon as the Ripple Effect. This is a type of Resonance that occurs within a 

greater field, a collective of Personal Reality Fields. You know what I mean by 

Resonance. As you raise your frequency by becoming fearless and Loving, you broadcast 

a waveband or frequency or electromagnetic signature that encounters other biological 

broadcasts from other humans in your groups. Let us say, for example, that your 

broadcast of Love and Courage within your work group, represents a distinctly different 
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Feeling-Tone than the rest of your group. Your presentation stands out from others in 

the group. But there is this Ripple Effect in which your energy, your positive Loving 

energy, you see, attempts to find energy fields with which to resonate. And you are 

successful. The Loving force sent out from your center into the group, transforms and 

elevates the collective group energy. You elevate the frequency of the collective simply 

by being within the collective as a member, you see. The Ripple Effect is apparent, again 

for example, when you witness former cynics within your group becoming dedicated 

Loving beings. Members of the group gradually begin to resonate with you on your key 

energies of Love and Courage. 

 

Instinct 

On a similar note, in my last forecast I noted for you-the-reader a phenomenon I 

referred to as “the resurgence of instinct.” I suggested that it was based in a sense of 

alarm felt by the collective of humanity. I said that it was a warning sent out from 

humanity to itself, from Mother Earth to her inhabitants. At that time I said that this 

sense of alarm was not being felt by the majority of humans. The majority was in fear, as 

they are always in a state of consciousness called fear, yet the sense of alarm that comes 

before an individual or group is motivated to act was indeed absent for the most part. 

Now I may amend that initial assessment for conditions have disintegrated in the 

interim. Currently I would suggest that most of you in the modern world are feeling this 

sense of alarm, that you are on the cusp of losing everything if you do not act 

concertedly on behalf of yourself and your collectives.  

 

This difference in Feeling-Tone of the average citizen toward what they sense as the 

quality of life, the quality of the existence, is quite dramatically altered from last year at 

this time. This has to do with the awakening of larger numbers of you to the Truth of 

your enslavement. In the Social Domain, you are kept under surveillance 24/7 through 

electronic means, and others. Most of you now admit this sad fact of life. You have 

moved backwards in terms of a free society. You are living in a prison of your own 

making. In your desire to create an illusion of security, to keep yourself and your family 

safe from terrorists, you have allowed the police state to develop around you, to 

“protect” you. Will you again rescue yourselves, as you have done many times in the 

past? We shall see... 

 

Predictions for the Social Domain 
 

In the year ahead, I see the distinct probability that those of you in the industrialized 

nations will be asked by your governments to accept your enslavement willingly. To 

make it official, you see, you will be required to sign documents that allow the media  
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empires to act, not in the interests of the citizenry, as in the practices of the theoretical 

Fourth Estate, but against the best interests of the people. In this way, the Negative 

Media officially and openly become the propaganda arm of the ruling classes. This will 

be implemented under the guise of creating more security for the people. Obviously, and 

as is usually the case in these matters, the opposite is true. 

 

The Visionary Leaders among you, those who are awakening at this time, will not 

succumb to these efforts. However, I see that enough of you will relinquish your rights 

in service to security at home, such that, your world governments will succeed in stifling 

free thought and expression, particularly on the Internet. I also predict that EVEN 

THEN, after all is lost in the public domain with regards to personal freedoms, even 

then the majority of you will remain in your Trance State of consumption and 

acquiescence to authorities.  

 

Now take heart, however, for as I said, the enlightened segment of humanity, led by the 

Visionary Leaders, will resist all efforts at control. This means that this group will of 

necessity create alternative social structures, including novel social media networks. I 

spoke of this in the last two forecasts. This group of Sumari types will create a “living,” 

self-aware media technology that works-around the media systems of control. There is 

no other way, from my perspective, for those of you who wish to remain independent 

and free. You will develop your systems working from the ground up. Your schools in 

the US, for example, that have become mere training grounds for future soldiers, 

bureaucrats and complacent citizens, will be reformed on the neighborhood level to 

reflect the awakening citizenry. The alarm that has sounded within the collective 

consciousness will be heard by all. Whether the warning will be heeded by the average 

citizen remains to be seen. It is imperative that the average citizen insist that the social 

institutions be transformed to serve the needs of the average citizen, not the 

corporations, not the ruling class. This seems very obvious to me at this time. 

 

The Political Domain  
 

Feudalism 

Last year I suggested to you that the feudal state in which you find yourselves in this 

modern world would begin to fall apart. Under the forces of transformation initiated by 

large numbers of awakening humans, the feudal system is now failing. Over the last 12 

months, this failure of the State has not been noted in the mass media, the Negative 

Media as we call it. The government’s media do not wish to call attention to the demise 

of the feudal state. However, you can see for yourself the changes in the political world 
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of the US, for example. It is as though the government and the political system are 

becoming more irrelevant as time passes. 

 

The trend towards decentralization of power, that I noted several years ago, continues 

and will intensify in the coming year. There are two opposing forces at work here, in my 

view: the mass energy construct fueled by millions of humans awakening to their power 

to create, is pitted against the power of vested interests and elites. Thus, we have the 

scenario of the people-empowered resisting the State with its waning influence. There is 

nothing so powerful as an idea whose time has come, is the precept that applies here: 

the powerful idea, being the fact-of-life that the individual human is the literal creator of 

their Personal Reality. As individuals awaken to their own power, this has the 

immediate effect of decentralizing and localizing power. The powerful individual looks 

to their neighbors, their local community, for the supports needed to thrive. The 

tendency to ask the State for protection, for services, is diminished. 

 

Changing of the Guard 

The Changing of the Guard, this dynamic cycle of transformation that I have noted in all 

of my forecasts, becomes quite apparent in the new year. Let us use the US as an 

example again, here. The Ruling Elite gave you what you wanted in terms of an apparent 

Visionary Leader with your current president. Yet now many of you realize that there 

was no substantive change here with this leader and his administration. This was not the 

change that the people demanded. However, it did indeed look like the change. Do you 

get my meaning? Your leaders have always given you some of what you want, in terms of 

appearance. Yet over the years, this has become tiresome for most of the citizens of your 

US. Many of you are demanding substantive change. You are looking for a true 

Visionary Leader, one that will do the highest good for all people, not merely the elites, 

the corporations, the military, etc. From my perspective the Changing of the Guard 

phenomenon that drives from office the corrupt leaders is operative even here in this 

compromised leader. He once enjoyed remarkable ratings. The people invested in this 

one man the dreams of a nation. Because he was never the peoples candidate, he could 

not deliver adequately. Now the majority has turned against him. As the average human 

awakens to the truth of the political system, they begin to demand a higher standard of 

leadership. 

 

The Divine Matriarchy 

Bleedthroughs to the Divine Matriarchy of GA (Please refer to Mystery 

Civilizations) continue to seed your collective consciousness with thoughts, images, 

feelings, regarding the opposite of authoritarian rule. Currently you find yourselves 

ruled by punitive authority figures in all of your institutions. You could say that you have 

an Issue, a collective Issue, with the Father and what it means to be taken care of by the 
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male. Yet the authoritarian leader model is becoming less effective, less useful over time. 

This vestige of the dying Feudal System is being transformed in the dreamstate by these 

Loving messages from GA. The model is one that values and endorses the relationship of 

mother to child. Thus, the ideal leader would have the so-called “feminine traits:” 

receptivity, Love for the family, an observance of the highest good for all, and so on.   

 

As I said in my forecast of last year, it is time for a change of consciousness. Those of you 

who are experiencing the Shift, the New Earth phenomenon, are already well on your 

way with this transformation of the authority figure. Those of you who may be fearful of 

giving up your reliance on the authoritarian, all-knowing leader - this carryover from 

your monotheistic religions - may be less knowledgeable about the issue. All of you, 

however, all humans are being asked to consider a different way, for your ancient 

structures of control and domination are failing at this time. 

 

Predictions for the Political Domain 

 
A revolution is underway in all of your modern industrialized countries. The political 

dynasties that rule the world are failing. Yet you will not read about it in your 

newspapers or view stories on this phenomenon on your televisions. To receive updates 

on the true nature of your reality, it is necessary for you, as an awakening human, to 

tune-in to your own Guidance in these matters. If you do, you may see what I see... 

The Feudal State that dominates the modern world is crumbling. The Changing of the 

Guard dynamic is successfully replacing tyrants with Visionary Leaders. The ascendance 

of the Divine Matriarchy within the collective consciousness, is providing hope to your 

modern civilization. Your individual Intent is imperative here, in the current moments 

of your existence. As you avoid the forced choices you are offered in elections, and step 

up to offer yourself as a leader within your community, you make the difference. As you 

embody the role of Visionary leader, leading by example, you see, anything is possible. 

Indeed, it is imperative that large numbers of you take up the responsibility to do things 

differently in the political arena, as the old, dysfunctional systems give way. Now this 

may seems to be too general in terms of advice and prophecy for you. Remember, you 

create your own Personal Reality. You have immense leeway in which way to go, in what 

to emphasize and in what to reject. With the highest good as your guiding ethic, move 

forward in the coming year to improve your world right where you are now. You have 

the impetus of awakening humanity behind you. You will be successful. 
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The Economic Domain 
 

The Neo-renaissance   

Last year I prophesized the growth of a world renaissance, beginning in the social and 

economic domains. Now a renaissance infers renewal, growth, novelty and the courage 

and abilities for the average citizen to do things differently. Indeed, from my perception 

this neo-renaissance represents a challenge by the growing collective of Visionaries to 

the current regime: that accepted sick society, unjust economy, tilted world of 

impoverishment for the majority and gluttonous abundance for the few. As was the case 

with my forecast for the other dynamics, this neo-renaissance is not completely 

manifested in your system. It faintly glimmers underneath the surface of your collective 

realities. Yet I feel that you-the-reader may get a sense of what I am seeing, here, for you 

have identified yourself as a Visionary, perhaps, by seeking out and reading my latest 

forecast. 

 

I would like to relate this phenomenon or tendency of Evolutionary Consciousness 

within this current cycle of manifestation we call the Post Shift Environment, to a term I 

enjoy: the Best Case Scenario. The neo-renaissance exists as a Best Case Scenario for the 

modern world. It is an ideal state, in other words, in that it holds the positive visions and 

dreams of humanity within it. Let me unpack this potential Positive Reality construct for 

you... What would be the opposite of a city in decay, of a city with crumbling 

infrastructure, a city that cannot “afford” public schools, public libraries, a city that 

cannot provide for meaningful employment, indeed, a city that cannot provide the 

basics for those citizens that live in that city? Might I suggest that the opposite, the Best 

Case Scenario for that city in decay, may possibly be a vision of that city in the creative 

throes of the neo-renaissance I envision? 

 

Renewal 

This would entail a vision of a city experiencing positive growth in all of the domains of 

human interaction. The infrastructure would be renewed through the activities of the 

people who live in that community. Perhaps they would even create their own system of 

trade and barter, and thus, separate themselves from the predatory banking system that 

serves only to create debt in the cities of the world. Perhaps the locals would also be 

responsible for funding and building new schools and libraries, thus resolving two issues 

at once. Where are the leaders in this neo-renaissance of development? They would be 

those Visionary Leaders who are reading this forecast and feel inspired to participate in 

the renewal of the cities that are in decay. 

  

Now from my perspective, the movement towards the decentralization of power, will 

energize local communities to take care of their own. As I have said, the individual 
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awakens within their local community. That is where the work begins. As a logical 

extension of this dynamic, community rights will be validated as an extension of the 

rights of the individual. Empowered communities of awakened Visionary Leaders will 

challenge the status quo, and take back their powers of self-government from the 

corporations. This restoration of power will come quite dramatically and quickly in the 

new year, as legislation paves the way for this reclamation of the constitutional rights of 

US citizens. Not only in the US will these movements be successful, however. I see that 

this trend, begun abroad, will be perfected, you might say, throughout the rest of the 

world. It is an awakening of humanity. Thus, everyone will come up in frequency, in 

awareness, you see, according to their stage of Soul Evolution. (Please refer to my latest 

books for definitions of Soul Evolution and other of these terms with which you may be 

unfamiliar.) 

 

Alternative Forms 

As the feudal state fails, as capitalism is found to be harmful to the masses, to the 

greater good, alternative forms “come to mind,” within the collective consciousness. I 

would describe this process as one of remembering. In times of tumult and insecurity, 

the individual and the collective are motivated to do things differently . These new 

means of creating value in a society, l submit, come to you from the Ancient Wisdom 

communication stream. They are visions, ideas, feelings from other of your lives, in 

which you utilized these alternative forms to create and receive value. I realize I am 

forcing you to go beyond the theories you learned in economics classes in your schools. 

This is healthy. As capitalism fails, the reasons for this failure become obvious. Let us 

speak of the western capitalist model of the US. The individual entrepreneur is valued 

ultimately, whereas the group, the collective is only valued secondarily, as employees. 

Profit is foremost. Environmental costs, and the costs born by the collective and 

individuals who do not benefit are not considered. This view is the exact opposite of the 

Ancient Wisdom precept of creating value for all, for the highest good of all. You can do 

better than this, my friends. 

 

Predictions for the Economic Domain 
 

In the coming year, local economies will flourish. This means that communities will 

work to become self-sustaining entities. I noted this trend in past forecasts. In the 

coming year, families will look to their neighbors for products and services. I also sense 

that the trend to shop online will continue in the future. I see the growth of online 

trading, bartering and gifting for necessary products and services. The perceived value 

in the US dollar will diminish. The Chinese monetary system will also experience a 

calamitous disruption. The EU economy will be stable, however, from my perspective. 
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The Spiritual Domain 
 

Generalist Spirituality 

In the past year, I have seen the growth of a spiritual practice we call Generalist 

Spirituality. What I mean by this is that there are millions of you on your Earth who 

have begun a search for those elements of spiritual practice that, in a sense, “work.” As 

you may know, each of the world religions, everyone of the spiritual practices of note, all 

of the obscure teachings of which you may be unaware, have within them a nugget of 

Truth. That is, within all of these technologies that approach contact with the Divine, is 

the magic you seek. It is buried underneath the dogma and trivialities of centuries of 

contamination, by perhaps well-meaning priests and other officials. The Generalist 

Spirituality practitioner, through independent research and experimentation, examines 

the spiritual paths of humanity and finds these elements of magic and “writes them 

down,” so to speak. The individual practitioner personalizes the Ancient Wisdom 

precepts, in other words, as they discover them. These Ancient Wisdom practices are 

gaining popularity in your system.  

 

New Age Spirituality 

In the new year, New Age spirituality will flourish. This speaks to the movement I just 

spoke of that seeks to personalize the Ancient Wisdom precepts. Of course, not all of 

these forms will be relevant to all people. And that is the idea here. As the Generalist 

Spirituality phenomenon takes hold, and each human is empowered to, in effect, create 

their own spiritual practice, certain types of people, of certain families of consciousness, 

will be drawn to particular expressions of the Divine. Just as my Teaching, for example, 

has always attracted a particular personality type, one that I call the Sumari, other 

manifestations of religious or spiritual practice will develop that resonate with other 

families of consciousness. This is expected. The mainstream religions are experiencing 

defectors in your modern era. Those institutions that do not change to adapt to the 

modern psyche, the consciousness of the newly awakened human, will fail. It is that 

simple. There are many schools of spirituality to choose from currently and the choices 

will multiply in the coming years.  

 

Neo-tribal 

The neo-tribal influence will be felt within the collective in the coming year as millions 

of seekers turn to their local practitioners for support and guidance. This is the way it is 

done in the tribal collective, you see. Again, you have these bleedthroughs into the past 

lives that bring memories into consciousness, memoires of the ways things were done in 

the past. Naturally, these seekers of guidance will be drawn to Teachers and Guides who 
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share their cosmology. I would say that those who have an affinity for a particular family 

of consciousness, do indeed gravitate to one another. You find each other, in other 

words, through Resonance. 

 

In addition, the growth of the observance of Spirit I have noted over the years that is 

occurring within youth culture, particularly in the practice of group ecstatic dance, will 

intensify. In these practices, the participant receives value on many different levels: 

community is established and endorsed, contact with Spirit is practiced and endorsed, 

the body is exercised and toned through dance, and so on.   

   

Divine Feminine 

The Divine Feminine is rising within the collective consciousness of humanity. The 

healing influence of this archetypical energy is palpable. In the coming year, this 

influence will begin to succeed in “feminizing” the Christian religion. Christianity will 

experience a renewal of energy, as the older traditions of Christian charity are 

emphasized. This renewal is then a return to the original Teachings of the Christ. 

 

Predictions for the Spiritual Domain 
 

In the coming year in the Post Shift Environment of Instant Manifestation, those of you 

who ascribe to a spiritual path, will enjoy intense awakenings to the Divine. The veil is 

quite thin between Third-Dimensional reality and the etheric. The ability to multi-task, 

that is, to become conscious in the Third and Fourth Dimensions simultaneously, will 

sharpen and become habitual. The perspective of Loving Understanding and Courage 

will help you become colleagues in the practice of world healing.  

 

Probable Negative Manifestations 
 
World Economies 
There is a high probability that the Chinese and the US economies will become unstable 
in 2015.  
 
Manufactured Crises 
I sense that the World Government that creates manufactured crises to instill fear in the 
populations will continue this practice in 2015. There may be a series of truth tellers 
who will reveal the specifics of this Shadow Government and its members.               
 
Global Revolution 
The Secrets Revealed phenomenon may lead to revelations that call into question the 
assertions that justice and democracy prevail in democratic societies. The Global 
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Revolution I commented on in my last forecast is underway. In 2015 it will intensify as 
the collective perception of the common citizen towards authorities in government and 
law enforcement sours.  
 
Earth Changes 
Your weather is subject to the influences of collective human mentality. The turbulence 
of human thought will create an emotional context for experiencing unusual, violent 
weather events worldwide. Geo-engineering accidents will contribute to earthquake and 
volcanic activity. There is a high probability that catastrophic nuclear meltdown events 
will be acknowledged as having caused irreversible damage to the earth.  


